
EYFS 

Term 1 

The children have certainly been super and have settled well. 
We have spent the first few weeks getting to know each other, learning 

what it means to be part of the school community and learning the new 
routines.  It has been commented on by other member of staff how well the
children are doing.   

We started by singing lots of nursey rhymes and then focused on the story of 
Goldilocks and the three bears.   We have enjoyed making humpty dumpty 
jigsaws, 5 little duck puppets, baby bear masks and many of us enjoyed eating the porridge we 
made.   

The children have enjoyed exploring the inside and outside classroom and hopefully you have 
been accessing tapestry to see all the fun we have been having.  If you are having trouble          
accessing tapestry please let us know.   

This week we have started looking at the story of Supertato —
watch out for any evil peas!! 

In maths we will continue to practise our counting, ensuring we 
are counting carefully and accurately as well as recognising numbers.  
We will be looking at one more and simple addition. 
We  continually look at the shape of objects and how we can  describe these as well as the 
size of different things. 

We have already learnt the tricky word I and we will also be learning to recognise the words 
the, to, no, and go.  Please help your children to recognise these by pointing them out in 
books or when you are out and about.  We have been practising blending sounds together to 
say words, listening for initial sounds  and have started to learn our letter sounds. 

Soon the children will be bring home activity books where there will be some activities for you 
to do at home if you would like to.  These are not compulsory but the children do tend to like 
doing them and they will support their learning— keep an eye out for these in their book bags. 

On Tuesday 22nd October  we would like to invite you into school in 
the afternoon to find out how to  support your child at home as well as 
having the opportunity to spend time in the classroom with your child. 
—more details to follow.


